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Let aN and u. be the uniform empirical and quantile processes. We investigate the asymptotic 
distribution of the suprema of [ot.(s)l/(s(1- s)) 1/2±~ and [u.(s)l/(s(1-s)) 1/2~ with O~ < u~<½, 
when the supremum is taken over ranges, depending on n, in the middle of the interval [0, 1], 
near 0 and near 1. We show that with suitable norming factors the said asymptotic distributions 
can be radically different or the same, depending on the sign and value of u in the weight function 
1/(s(1 -s) )  1/2±~. 
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1. Introduction and motivation 
For each n t> 1, let U~ . . . .  , U. be independent Uniform-(0, 1) random variables 
(rv). Let UI,. <~ • • • ~< Un,. be their corresponding order statistics and G. denote the 
right continuous empirical distribution function based on these rv. Also, for each 
n/> 1 we define the uniform empirical quantile function Un(')  by 
Un(s):=Uk, n, (k -1) /n<s<-k /n  (k=l , . . . ,n )  
with U.(0):= UI,.. The uniform empirical process an is defined by 
a . (s ) :=n l /2 (G . (s ) - - s ) ,  0~<s~<l ,  
and  the  un i fo rm quant i le  p rocess  u .  by  
u.(s):=n'/2(s-U.(s)), 0~<s~<l. 
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In order to motivate our present investigations we begin by quoting some related 
results on the asymptotic distributional behaviour of weighted empirical processes. 
An application of the theorems of Chibisov (1964) and O'Reilly (1974) gives 
immediately that for any 0 < v <~ ½ we have 
@ 
sup %(s)l/(s(1-s))'/2-"-~ sup IB(s)l/(s(1-s)) '/2-~, 
where {B(s); 0~ < s~ < 1} is a Brownian bridge. (For a comprehensive study of the 
asymptotic distribution of weighted empirical and quantile processes, where in 
particular the just mentioned results of Chibisov and O'Reilly are also extended, 
we refer to M. Csrrg6, S. CsSrgr, Horv~ith and Mason [Cs-Cs-H-M] (1986).) 
Let 
a (x) -- (2 log x) uz, b(x) = 2 log x + 2 -1 log log x -2  -~ log ,tr, 
a .=a( logn)  and b .=b( logn) .  
Eicker (1979) and Jaeschke (1979) proved 
a. sup [a.(s)l/(s(1 -s)) ' /Z-b.  --* E v E', 
O~s~l  
where the rv E and E' are independent and E = E', having the extreme value 
distribution function 
E (t) = exp( -exp( -  t)), -co < t < oo. 
Mason (1983) proved that, for any 0< v<~½, 
n -~ sup [a,,(s)l/(s(1 - s)) '/2+~  X~ v X~. 
O~s~l  
where X. and X" are independent rv such that 
X.  -- X'v= sup IN( t ) -  tt/ ?/2+", 
O~ t <oo 
and {N(t); 0<~ t<oo} is a standard Poisson process with intensity parameter one. 
Let {/cA} be a sequence of positive numbers uch that 
l<~k,,<~n (n>~l), k~->oo and kJn-~O (n-~oo). (1) 
A slight modification of the proof of Theorem 2.1 of Mason (1983) shows that for 
any 0 < v ~< ½ we have 
n -~ sup la,~(s)l/(s(1-s))l/2+~'~ X~, (2) 
O~s~kn/n 
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and 
n -~ sup [a.(s)[/(s(1 - s ) )  '/2+~ ~-~ X~, (3) 
l - kn /n~s~l  
whereas Mason (1984) proved that, for any O< v<~½, 
(-~)~ sup [an(S)'/(S(1--S)) 1/2+~ ~ --~ Y~ v Y', (4) 
kn/ n~s<~ l--kn/ n 
where the rv Y~ and Y'~ are independent rv and 
Y~ = y '  = sup lW(t ) [ / t  '/2-~, 
0~t~l 
and {W(t): 0<~ t<oo} is a standard Wiener process. 
An elementary proof based on Satz 4 of Rossberg (1967) shows that the rv on 
the left side of (2), (3) and (4) are asymptotically independent. The just mentioned 
result of Rossberg is also needed in the proof of our main results. Hence it will be 
quoted, in a convenient form for our purposes, in Section 3. 
Statements (2), (3) and (4) demonstrate hat when the supremum of the weighted 
empirical process 
{I,~.(s)l/(s(1-s)) '/=+~, 0<-s~ 1} with0< v~½ 
is taken in the 'middle' then, properly normalized, it has an asymptotic Gaussian 
behaviour in distribution. On the other hand, when its supremum is taken on the 
'tails' then, properly normalized, it has an asymptotic Poisson behaviour in distribu- 
tion. Hence it is only natural to study also the corresponding asymptotic distribu- 
tional behaviour of the process 
{[a,(s) l /(s(1-s)) l /2-~,O<~s<~ 1} withO~ < v~½, 
when, again, supremum is taken in the 'middle', respectively on the 'tails'. Our 
results on this problem are stated in the next section. 
2. Statement of main results for a .  
Theorem 2.1. Let {k,} be a sequence of numbers as in (1). Then, for any 0< v~½, 
(~-~)-~ sup [a . (s ) l / (s (1-s ) )U2-~ -~Y~ (5) 
O~s~kn/n 
and 
whereas 
(~)  -~' sup ]O ln (S) l / ( s ( l - - s ) )  1/2-v~-~ Y,, ,  (6) 
1 k./n<-s<<-I 
sup IC~n(S)I/(s(1 --S)) '/2-~ 
kn/n<-s<~l-kn/n 
---, sup IB(s) l / (s(1-s))  '/~-~. (7) 
O~s<~l 
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In addition, the rv on the left sides of (5), (6) and (7) are asymptotically independent. 
Also, replacing Ic~,(s)l by c~,(s) in (5), (6) and (7), and removing the absolute value 
sign in the definition of the rv Y~ and that of IB(s)l in (7), the thus modified respective 
statements hold true. 
Our corresponding result for the case when v = 0 is 
Theorem 2.2. Let {k,} be a sequence of numbers as in (1). Then 
and 
a(log k.) sup la"(s)l b(log k~/2) ~ E v E', (8) 
o~s~k./. (S(1--S)) 1/2 
I~.(s)l 
a(log k.) sup s))l/2 b(log k~./2) ~--~ E v E', (9) 
1-k./ . . . .  1 ( s (1 -  
a(c(k . /n) )  sup (10) k./ . . . .  1-k./. (S(1--S)) 1/2 b(c(k . /n) )  ~ E v E', 
where c(x) := log((1 - x) /x ) ,  0 < x < 1. Also, replacing [a.(s)] by a.(s)  and E v E' 
by E in (8), (9) and (10), the thus modified respective statements hold true. 
The problem of asymptotic independence of the rv on the left sides of (8), (9) 
and (10) is discussed in Section 4. 
The analogues of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for u., as well as those of the quoted 
results of Section 1, will be described in Section 5. 
When in the Theorem of Jaeschke (1979) we let his e. be our k . /n  and his 6. 
be our (1 -k Jn ) ,  then our statement (10) is somewhat more general than the 
statement in his Theorem which corresponds to it. We note also that the c in 
statements (1), (2), (3) and (4) of Jaeschke (1979) should be replaced by cx 2. There 
are no results in Jaeschke (1979) which correspond to our (8) and (9), nor to our 
knowledge anywhere lse in the literature. 
3. Proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 
We will need the following results in the sequel. 
Theorem A (cf. Corollary 4.2.2 in Cs-Cs-H-M (1986)). There exists a probability 
space (~, M, P) with independent Uniform-(O, 1) rv U1, U2,.. .  and a sequence of 
Brownian bridges {Bi(s); 0~ < s~ < 1} (i = 1, 2 , . . .  ) such that for any 0 <~ 6 <¼ we have 
n ~ sup l ao (s ) -B . ( s ) l / ( s (1 -s ) )  1/2-~ =Op(1), (11) 
O~s~<l  
where 
 Orel ewhereaJn -s_ l 1in 
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In the proofs of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 we will be working on the probability space 
of Theoem A. 
Theorem B (cf. Corollary 1.9.1 in M. Cs6rg6 and R6v6sz (1981)). Let {k,} be a 
sequence o f  numbers as in (1). Then for  any Brownian bridge B 
a(c(k. /n))  sup IB(s)l ~ E'. 
k./ . . . .  l -kJn (S(1 -- S)) I/2 "b(c(k : . /n) )  ~ E v (12) 
Also, replacing IB(s)l by B(s)  and E v E'  by E in (12), the thus modified statement 
holds true. 
We note that in the statements of Corollary 1.9.1 in M. Cs/Srg6 and R6v6sz (1981) 
there are two misprints. Namely the 2's that appear in their a( . ,  • ) function should 
be removed. 
Theorem C (cf. Lemma 4.4.4 in Cs-Cs-H-M (1986)). Let {k,} be a sequence o f  
numbers as in (1). Then 
and 
P 
sup l a , ( s ) l / ( ( s (1 -s ) ) l /2a( log  k,)) ~ 1 (13) 
O<-s<~k./n 
P 
sup [a,(s)[ / ( (s(1 -- s))l/2a(log kn)) ~ 1. (14) 
1-kn /n~s<. l  
Theorem D (cf. Satz 4 in Rossberg (1967)). Let {l,} and {mn} be sequences ofpositive 
integers uch that for  large enough no with n >1 no we have 
l<~l ,<~mn<~n-m~<~n- l ,<~n and ln /m,~O (n~oo) .  
Let {fn(u l , .  . . , ut.)}, {g,(Um°,. . . , U,-,,n)}, {h,(u,-tn, ••.,  un)} be sequences o f  Borel 
measurable functions in their indicated arguments. Then the rv 
Xn=fn(U l .n , . . . ,  U,,.n), Y .=g. (Um . . . . . . .  , Un . . . . .  ), 
and 
Z ,=h, (U ,_~ .... . . . ,U , ,n)  
are asymptotically independent, i.e., as n ~ o0, 
syp IP{X.  ~ x, Y, ~ y, Zn <~ z} - P{X,  <~ x} e{  Y, ~ y} e{z ,  <~ z}J--) 0. 
x,y,z 
We note that the here quoted Theorem D is a special case of Satz 4 in Rossberg 
(1967). 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. Consider (5). We first observe that on applying the time 
transformation 
t=(yy(f-)> 
if n # k, we get 
JUG 22 I W)l 
s 
1/2--v(l _ s)1/2+u = ;v, p/2-v ’ (15) 
and we recall that the right side rv of (15) is what we have denoted by Y,. Next 
we show that 
sup 
Ossck,,/n 
Towards this end consider for large enough n 
sup l%b) -B,(s)1 
O=ssk,/n s 
WV(l _s)1/2+v 
0 
Y 
=s2 Jl sup I.44 - U)l 
k, Osssk,/n s 
WV(1 _s)l12-v 
Y 
sup ~B,(s)~/s”2-v. 
Osssllb 
(16) 
(17) 
Choose any 0 < 6 < min( V, a). Since 
(n/kn)“(l/s”2-“)~(n/k,)S(l/s”2-S) for O<SG k,/n, 
we have that the first term on the right side of inequality of (17) is bounded above 
by 
2 
b,(s) - W)l ns o::il (s(l- s))l’2-S (l/k:) =0,(1)(1/K? = o&l), 
where O,(l) is by Theorem A. An elementary argument based on the Birnbaum 
and Marshall (1961) inequality (cf. also Pyke and Shorack (1968)) shows that the 
second IV on the right side of inequality (17) is also an op(l) rv, hence-on account 
of (15) we have also (16). 
Next we note that the already proven (16) implies that the very same statement 
is true if we replace (n - k,)/ k, by n/k, in it. Then we notice that 
= OP(lMl) =odl), 
and hence the proof of (5) is now complete. 
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The proof of (6) follows by symmetry. The statement of (7) is well known, and 
was included here only to complement (5) and (6). Indeed, the latter two statements 
and O'Reilly (1974) imply (7). 
For the proof of asymptotic independence of the rv on the left sides of (5), (6) 
and (7) we will need the following 
Observation (Balkema and de Haan (1975), p. 18). Let {/.} be a sequence of  positive 
integers uch that 1 <~ 1. <~ n (n >~ 1), 1. -+ oo and l . /n  -+ 0 (n -+ oo). Then 
P P 
nUt°,./l. -+ 1 and n(1 -  U._r~..)/l. -+ 1. (18) 
Let I. := 2[k.] + 1 and m. be a sequence of positive integers uch that I . /m.  + 0 
and rn./n -+ O. Let L. and V. denote the rv on the left sides of (5) and (6) respectively, 
and set 
M.:= sup [a . ( s ) l / ( s (1 -s ) )  l/2-~ 
2mn/n~s~l - -2mn/n  
It is easy to show that 
P 
IM . -  sup [,~.(s)l/(s(1- s))m/z-q ~ 0. 
kn/n~s~l - -kn /n  
Hence to show that L., V. and the rv on the left side of (7) are asymptotically 
independent, it is sufficient to show that L., V. and M. are asymptotically 
independent. 
Let 
X,,:= L , , I (kn /n< Ut..,,), 
( 2m. 2m.< ) 
Yn:=M,, I  Un, .<- - -~- ,1 -  Un-,,,,, 
n, n n, ' 
and 
z . :=  Vd(U._,°..<l-k./n). 
We note that X. is a function of U~ . . . . . . .  U~.,. only, I1. is a function of 
U,. . . . . . . .  , U. . . . . .  only, and Z. is a function of U.-i . . . . . . .  , U... only. Hence by 
Theorem D the rv X., Y. and Z. are asymptotically independent. 
Notice also that 
P{X.  = Ln} = P{kn/l,, < nU,..n/ln}, 
P{ II. = M.} = P{nUm.,n/rn. <2, n(1 - Un-m...)/mn < 2}, 
and 
P{Zn = V.} = P{kn/ln < n(1 - U._,.. .)/ l .}, 
and by (18) we conclude that each of these probabilities tend to one as n ~oo. 
Consequently Ln, Mn and 11. are asymptotically independent. This completes the 
proof of the first part of Theorem 2.1. The proof of the second part is, mutatis 
mutandis, the same. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.2. First consider (8) and (9). We will need the following 
Lemma 3.1. Let {kn} be a sequence of positive numbers as in (1), and {m,} be a 
sequence of  positive numbers uch that m, >~ 1 and log k J log  m, ~ co. Then, for any 
Brownian bridge B, 
a(log k~) sup [B(s)l/(s(1 s)) '/2 b(log k~/2) ~ E'  - -  E v (19)  
m./n~s~kJn  
and 
]B(s)l/(s(1 - s)) '/2 - b(log k~/2) ~ Ev   E'. (20) a(log kn) sup 
1-kn /n~s~l -mJn  
Also, on replacing [B(s)l by B( s) and E v E'  by E in (19) and (20), their thus modified 
statements remain true. 
Proof of Lemma 3.1. Let { U(t); -co < t < co} be the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process as 
described in M. CsSrg6 and R6v4sz (1981), pp. 55-57). Letting e 2` = s/(1 - s), we get 
{U(t); - co< t<oo} = {(1 +ea')e- 'B(e2' / ( l+e2' ) ) ;  - co< t < co}. 
[We note in passing that the latter equality in distribution is the correct version of 
(1.9.7) in M. Cs6rg6 and R6v6sz (1981), where there is a misprint due to them 
letting e' = s/(1 - s) instead of e 2~ = s/(1 - s).] Hence we see that (cf. (19)), for large 
enough n (m, < n, k, < n), 
a(log kn) sup IB(s)l/(s(1 - s)) '/2 - b(log k~/2) 
mn/n~s~kn/n  
= a(log k,) sup [U(t) I - b(log kl,/2) 
12c(kn/n)<<-t~-~lc(mn/b ) 
= a(log k,) sup [U(t) [ -  b(log kn),l/2 
O~t~d n 
where the latter equality in distribution with d, :=½(c(mJn) -c (k , /n ) )  is due to 
stationarity of U(t).  Now by Darling and Erdbs (1956) (cf. Theorem 1.9.1. in 
M. Cs6rg6 and R6v6sz (1981)) we ~aave 
a(d, )  sup [U( t ) ] -b (dn) - ->EvE ' ,  (21) 
O~t~d n 
and our conditions on mn and k, imply that 
a(d , ) /a ( logk , ) -~ l  and b(d , ) -b ( logk~/2) -O .  
Hence via (21) we get (19) and the proof of (20) is the same. The proof of the 
second part of Lemma 3.1 goes along similar lines. 
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We write 
T(l) .= a( log k,) n " 
and 
T(2) .= a( log k,,) n " 
We will show that 
sup [a.(s) i / (s(1 - s)) v2 - b(log kl./z) 
l og  kn/ n<~s<~kn/ n 
sup [a.(s)l/(s(1 - s)) v2 -  b(log kl./2). 
O~s~( Iog  k.) /n 
T 0) ~ E '  Ev  
and that 
(22) 
P 
T~ ) ~ -oo. 
Hence once (22) and (23) are established, (8) will follow. 
Towards this end consider for large enough n (k Jn  <~ 1 - 1 /n )  
a(log k.) sup l a . ( s ) _B . (s ) [ / ( s (1  _$ , ) )1 /2  
( log  kn)/ n~s~ k~/ n 
_ a( log k.) n8 
~ Z (~og ~-- ~ sup 
1/n~s~l  1/n 
= o(1)Op(1) = Oe(1), 
where the Op(1) term is by Theorem 1. Hence by (19) we have (22). 
By Theorem C we have also 
Jan(s) - B.(s)[ / (s(1 - s))'/z-~(O < 8 <¼) 
(23) 
P 
sup [ct.(s)l/((s(1 -s ) ) ' /2a( log  log k.)) ~ 1. (24) 
O~x~(1og kn)/n 
Since for any constant K > 0 we have, as n ~ ~,  
Ka( log kn)a(log log kn) -  b(log k~/2) ~ -oo, 
by (24) we have (23). The proof  of (8) is now complete. Statement (9) is proven 
along the same lines. 
Now we prove (10). First assume that for some 0< 6 <¼ we have 
k , /n  / /  
Then for the same 0 < 8 < 1 we have for large enough n 
a(c (k . /n ) )  sup [a . ( s ) -B . ( s ) l / ( s (1  - s ) )  1/2 
kn/n~s~l -k . /n  
<~2 a(c(kn/n) )  n~ sup [an(s ) -B , ( s ) l / ( s (1 -s ) )  1/2 ~ 
k~ 1/ . . . .  l - - l /n 
=o(1)Op(1)=Op(1) ,  
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where o(1) is by (25) and Op(1) is by Theorem A. The latter implies (10) by Theorem 
B, provided (25) holds. 
Now if (25) does not hold, assume that, for any 0< 3 <¼, 
( " [1 -k" /n ' ' l /2 /  
limsup._.~o l g ,og~ ;.-Tn ) )  k~" > 0. 
Hence in order to have (10) being true for all k .~oo such that kn/n~O without 
(25), it suffices to show that for any sequence {nm} such that for some 0< 6 <¼ 
-k~ /n , .  1/2 a > 
liminf (log log( 1 .... -~  /k .  O, (26) 
k . Jn , .  2] / m 
the statement of (10) is true. Now (26) implies 
liminf (log log nm)l/2/k~.m > 0, 
and hence for large enough rn we have, for some e > 0, 
k. m < e-~/~(log log n,.) x/~2~) < log n,., 
which implies that 
log log n~/log k.~ ~ oo. (27) 
Since (25) holds true with k. = log n, we conclude that 
a(c(log n,./n,.)) sup 
,og . j  . . . . .  ,- log .~/.m (s (1  - s ) )  1 /2  
- b(c(log nr./nm)) -~ E v E'. (28) 
Now on account of (27) it is easily checked that 
a(e(log n,./n,~))/ a (c (k . Jnm))~ 1 
and 
b(e(log n../n~)) - b (c (k . J  nr.)) ~ O. 
Hence by (28) we have 
a(c(k . Jnm))  sup log .~/ .~ l - log .~/  .... ( s (1 -s ) )  ~/2 b(c(k . Jnm))  -~ E v E'. 
Theorem A gives 
sup [a . ( s ) -B . ( s ) l / ( s (1 -s ) ) l /2=Op(1) ,  
knm/ nm ~s~(log nm)/ nm 
which on account of (27) and Lemma 3.1 results in 
P 
sup la.(s)l((s(1 - s))l/Za(log log nm)) ~ 1. 
kn /nm~s~( log nm)/nm 
(29) 
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The latter statement along with (27) and the argument that was used to show (23) 
implies 
I .(s)l P 
a(c(k.m/nm)) sup k . j  . . . . .  (log"m)/"m (S(1--S)) 1/2 b(c (k . Jnm))  ~ --o0. (30) 
Obviously, the following upper tail analogue of (30) can be similarly proved. Namely 
we have 
sup s)),/2 b (c (k . Jnm))  --> -oo. a (c (k . . /n , . ) )  ,-(Iog.~)/..<-,<-,-k. /.~ (S(1 -- 
(31) 
Now (29), (30) and (31) together imply that (10) holds with n replaced by n,, and 
kn replaced by k , .  Hence by the remark of (26) we see that (10) holds also when 
(25) does not hold. This also completes the proof of the first part of Theorem 2.2. 
The second part follows by a similar argument, and Theorem 2.2 is now proven. 
4. A discussion of asymptotic independence of the rv of Theorem 2.2 
In the light of the asymptotic independence of the three rv of Theorem 2.1 it is 
only natural to wonder about the possibility of the same phenomenon for the three 
rv of Theorem 2.2. 
First we note that, just like in case of Theorem 2.1, an easy proof based on 
Theorem D shows that the left side rv of (8) and (9) are asymptotically independent. 
On the other hand the three left side rv of Theorem 2.2 are not asymptotically 
independent for all sequences {kn} as in (1). Consider, for instance, k, = n ~ for 
some 0</3 < 1. We will show here that the said rv in the latter case are not 
asymptotically independent. Let 
St'): = sup ]a . (s ) [ / (s (1-s) )  '/2, 
O~s~n~/n 
S (2) := sup [a.(s)[/(s(1 - s)) '/2, 
n~/b~s~l--nO/n 
S~): = sup la,(s)[/(s(1 - s ) )  '/2 
l--nO/n~s~l 
and 
S.:= sup ]a . (s ) J / (s (1-s) )  '/2. 
O~<s~l  
On account of 
a(log nt~)/a, -~ 1, b(log n t~/2) - b. -~ 2 log(fl/2), 
and 
b(c(nt3/b) ) -  bn -~ 2 log (1 -/3),  
a(c(n~/n)) /a . - - ,1  
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and by Theorem 2.2 we have 
a e(~) b. - *EvE '+21og( f l /2 )  (i=-1,3), (32) W_~ n -- 
a .S~) -b .  ~ E v E '+2 log(1 -/3). (33) 
By the quoted result of Eicker (1979) and Jaeschke (1979) we have 
P{anS. - b. <~ t} ~ exp(-2 exp(-  t)). -~  < t < ~. (34) 
whereas, on assuming that a.S~ ~- b. (i =-1, 2, 3) are asymptotically independent, 
and on observing that 
a.S.  - b. = max (a.S~. i ) -  b.), 
1~i~3 
by (32) and (33) we get 
P{a.S .  - b.<~ t}-~ exp(-(/32+2(1 _/3)2) exp(-t) ) ,  -~< t<oo. 
Since/32+ 2(1 -/3)2 < 2 for/3 ~ (0, 1), the latter contradicts (34). Hence the said three 
rv with k. = n t~, 0 </3 < 1, are not asymptotically independent. 
For some sequences {k.} as in (1), however, the three re of Theorem 2.2 are 
asymptotically independent. In particular, using an argument based on Theorem 
D, it can be easily shown that they are asymptotically independent for all sequences 
{k.} as in (1) which satisfy also the requirement: 
(log log k.)/ log log( n/ k.)  ~ O. 
For example, the sequence k. -- (log n) ~, with any/3 > 0, satisfies the latter condition. 
For the sake of brevity, the details of showing this are omitted. 
5. Quantile process versions of our results 
By Chibisov (1964) and O'Reilly (1974) we have, for any 0< ~,<~½, 
sup 
l / (n+l )~s~n/ (n+l )  
@ 
lu.(s)l/(s(1-s))'/2 ~ _~ sup  IB(s)ll(s(1-s)) ' /2 -~.  
O~s~l  
Eicker (1979) and Jaeschke (1979) (cf. also Theorem 5.5.1 in M. CsSrg6 and R6v6sz 
(1981), and Theorem 4.4.1 in Cs-Cs-H-M (1986)) proved 
a. sup Ju . (s) J / (s (1-  s)) ' /2 -  b. ~ E v E'. 
l / (n+l )~s~n/ (n+l )  
Mason (1983) proved that, for any 0< v<~½, 
sup Ic~.(s)[/(G.(s)(1 - G~(s))) '/2+~ --> Z~ v Z ' ,  
UI,n ~s'~ Un, n 
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where Z~ and Z"  are independent rv such that 
Z~ --- Z"  = sup IN( t ) -  tl/(N(t)) '/z+~, 
T~t<oo 
and T> 0 is the first jump point of N(t). An elementary argument shows that the 
latter statement implies that, for 0 < v ~< ½, 
n -~ sup lu.(s)l/(s(1 s ) )  - -~Z~vZ' .  
l /  ( n+ l )~s~n/  (n+ l ) 
Again a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 2.1 of Mason (1983) shows 
that for any 0< v~<½ and for any sequence {k.} as in (1) we have 
n -~ sup lu.(s)l/(s(1 s)) - ~ Z~ (35) 
1/ (n+ l )~s~kn/  n 
and 
n -v  sup  lu . (s ) l / ( s (1 -s ) )  'lz+~ ~ z . ,  (36) 
l - kn /  n~s~n/  (n+ l ) 
whereas Mason (1984) proved that. for any 0< v<~ 1, 
(k-~_"] ~ sup ,u.(s),/(s(1 - s)) 1/2+~ ~ Y v Y'. (37) 
\n /  kn/ n~s<. l -kn /  n 
A simple application of Theorem D shows that the rv on the left sides of (35), (36) 
and (37) are asymptotically independent. 
Now the analogues of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for the process 
{[Un(S)l/(s(l--s)) 1/2-~, 1/(n+l)<~s<~n/(n+l)} with0< v~<½ 
are easily stated. Namely, if throughout the statements of Theorem 2.1 and 2.2 we 
replace an by u., supo~s~k./, by supl/(n+l)~s<.kJn, and supl_k,dn~s~l by 
sup~-k./.~s<~./(.+a), then the thus resulting statements will remain true. The same 
holds, mutatis mutandis, concerning the discussion of Section 4. The proofs of these 
assertions are the same as those given for a., since with the above notational changes 
Theorem C remains true (cf. Lemma 4.4.4 in Cs-Cs-H-M (1986)) and on the 
probability space of Theorem A we have also (cf. Theorem 2.1 in Cs-Cs-H-M (1986)) 
n ~ sup [u.(s)-B.(s)i ' / '(s(1-s))'/2-~=Op(1) 
1/ (n+l )~s~n/ (n+l )  
for any 0 ~ 6 ~< ½. 
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